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QUESTION 1

Given the following code, what will the output be: 

trait MyTrait { 

private $abc = 1; 

public function increment() { 

$this->abc++; 

} 

public function getValue() { 

return $this->abc; 

} 

} 

class MyClass { 

use MyTrait; 

public function incrementBy2() { 

$this->increment(); 

$this->abc++; 

} 

} 

$c = new MyClass; 

$c->incrementBy2(); 

var_dump($c->getValue()); 

A. Fatal error: Access to private variable MyTrait::$abc from context MyClass 

B. Notice: Undefined property MyClass::$abc 

C. int(2) 

D. int(3) 

E. NULL 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 2

An HTML form has two submit buttons. After submitting the form, how can you determine with PHP which button was
clicked? 

A. An HTML form may only have one button. 

B. You cannot determine this with PHP only. You must use JavaScript to add a value to the URL depending on which
button has been clicked. 

C. Put the two buttons in different forms, but make sure they have the same name. 

D. Assign name and value attributes to each button and use $_GET or $_POST to find out which button has been
clicked. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the difference between "print" and "echo"? 

A. There is no difference. 

B. Print has a return value, echo does not 

C. Echo has a return value, print does not 

D. Print buffers the output, while echo does not 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the name of the key in $_FILES[\\'name\\'] that contains the number of bytes of the uploaded file? 

Correct Answer: Answer: size 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following code, how can we use both traits A and B in the same class? (select all that apply) 

trait A { 

public function hello() { 

return "hello"; 

} 
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public function world() { 

return "world"; 

} 

} 

trait B { 

public function hello() { 

return "Hello"; 

} 

public function person($name) { 

return ":$name"; 

} 

} 

A. Rename the A::hello() method to a different name using A::hello as helloA; 

B. Use B::hello() instead of A \\'s version using B::hello insteadof A 

C. Use B::hello() instead of A \\'s version using use B::hello 

D. Rename the A::hello() method to a different name using A::hello renameto helloA; 

E. None of the above (both can be used directly) 

Correct Answer: B 
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